Sophia Workshop on the Environment and Trade  
March 15th, 2018

Faculty of Economics, Sophia University  
Sophia Institute for Human Security

Meeting Room B, 11th Floor, Building Number 2 on Yotsuya campus of Sophia University

Program

Chair: Tetsuya Horie, Sophia University

(1) 10:00~11:00  
Corbett Grainger (University of Wisconsin)  
“Air Pollution and Labor Supply Decisions in China”

11:00~11:15 Break

(2) 11:15~12:15  
Kimberly Burnett (University of Hawai‘i)  
“Economic Valuation of Watershed Conservation Activities in Hawaii”

12:15~13:30 Lunch

(3) 13:30~14:30  
Yasushi Kawabata (Nagoya City University)  
“Export Subsidies and Countervailing Duties on Environmental Goods”

14:30~14:45 Break

(4) 14:45~15:45  
Morihiro Yomogida (Sophia University)  
“Border Carbon Adjustments under FDI with Technology Transfer”

15:45~16:00 Break

(5) 16:00~17:00  
Eric Bond (Vanderbilt University)  
“Destination Based Taxes, Border Adjustments, and Trade”